Chapter 2

Loading, Plotting, and Filtering RR Intervals

Abstract The initial steps to work with RHRV functions are presented in this
chapter. The process starts with the loading of records containing beat positions
that should be preprocessed prior to frequency, time, or nonlinear analysis. Data can
be stored in various types of files, and RHRV routines can deal with different data
formats. Next, heart rate must be obtained from beat positions. It may occur that
spurious points appear in the heart rate signal. RHRV allows users to delete these
outliers, when necessary. Besides, the signal can be filtered to reject automatically
points that do not correspond to acceptable physiological values.

2.1 Getting Started
RHRV is a free software package to analyze HRV in frequency, time, and nonlinear
domains. The starting point is a beat positions series that must be loaded into a specific
structure, described later in the text. RHRV is not able to process ECG directly. In
this case, before starting working with RHRV, it is necessary to use a tool capable
of identifying the beats and exporting them to any of the multiple formats supported
by RHRV (interested readers can check Appendix B).
Once loaded into RHRV, data containing beat positions must be processed to
obtain a heart rate signal that can be used to perform different analyses. In order to
obtain satisfactory results, outliers should be first removed (manually or automatically), and data must be interpolated.
Figure 2.1 summarizes this process, including the RHRV functions that should be
used. The rest of this chapter explains all these functionalities in depth.
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Fig. 2.1 Steps of the preprocessing procedure to obtain the heart rate signal

2.2 Data File Format
To perform HRV analysis from the sequence of beat positions, it will be necessary
to generate the corresponding heart rate signal. This signal can then be analyzed in
terms of frequency, time, or nonlinear parameters.
In RHRV, data acquisition can be performed from a simple ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) file, that is, a single-column file containing
beat positions, which may appear in different units (seconds, milliseconds,etc.). However, data is not always available in this format, thus implying a previous conversion
or using alternative functions to load it into RHRV. In the following paragraphs, we
will describe the most commonly used formats to store beat position information.
The WFDB (WaveForm DataBase) software is a collection of tools for viewing,
analyzing, and creating recordings of physiological signals. These tools are freely
distributed from the PhysioNet Web site [5]. We will use the term “WFDB format” to
refer to those records that follow the standard accepted by the WFDB software tools,
which is one of the most used formats by researchers in ECG signal processing.
The WFDB format uses header files to specify the format and attributes of signal
and annotation files. Although the WFDB format can be used to store records of
different physiological signals, it is mainly used to store ECG records. In this case, the
header contains information about the number of leads, calibration format, etc. ECG
samples are stored as binary files, and, if there is information about beat positions or
other annotations, it will be stored in one or more annotation files.
Nowadays, WFDB is being widely used by a considerable part of the research
community, as well as by different organizations. However, there are many other for-
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mat files worth presenting here. EDF+ (European Data Format) is another extended
format, characterized by its flexibility and simplicity [1, 16]. It is commonly used
for exchange and storage of multichannel biological and physical signals, which are
recorded in .edf files.
EDF+ is based on EDF [17], but it can store many more types of data. It is a
binary file with two main parts: header, which identifies the record and specifies the
technical characteristics of the stored signals; and data, corresponding to the samples
of the signals.
Improvements in technology have enabled the development of an increasing number of mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, watches, etc.), which can be used for
obtaining real-time heart rate data by means of a chest strap. Products can be found
for sport applications, such as Sports Tracker [7] or Endomondo [2]. Most of these
applications obtain and show only the mean heart rate, but some recent chest straps
are also able to detect instantaneous beat positions and to store and export these
values. One of these is the Polar WearLink band, which can record the heart rate in
a very simple and easy way using a specific data format [6].
Some Polar devices generate a .hrm file, storing data in ASCII format. Each file
is composed of several data sections that are separated by empty lines. In each line,
the data section name is separated from the data by using brackets. Multiple data in
each row are separated by tab characters, including optional information about the
exercise, such as speed, cadence, and altitude.
Other widely used format is the one used by Suunto (.sdf files), one of the most
important watch manufacturers in the field of trekking, scuba diving, or climbing
[8]. These .sdf files also store information in ASCII format and contain several
sections delimited by their names between brackets. A header section specifies all
the parameters that must be considered, each of them in one line, if they are present
in the file (not all of them are mandatory). Data is stored in other section, separating
the different attributes by colons.
Apart from these most commonly used formats, data can be also stored in RR
files that are usually text files which only include the time differences between each
consecutive beats.
In the next section, we will explain how to load data into RHRV from different
file formats, namely ASCII, WFDB, EDF+, Polar, Suunto, and RR formats.

2.3 Loading Beat Series into RHRV
In order to load the heart beat positions from the data files, a custom data structure,
called HRVData, must be initially created by using the RHRV software package.
Figure 2.2 shows the fields contained in HRVData. This structure is implemented in
R language as a list data object, and it will store in different fields all the information
related to the digital records, including date and time (datetime field), verbose (returning of information to the user, Verbose field), beat positions (Beat field), interpolated
heart rate series (HR field), frequency of interpolation (Freq_HR field), episodes
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Fig. 2.2 HRVData structure

(specific intervals within the heart beat time series that can exist or not, Episodes
field), and parameters resulting from the different time (TimeAnalysis field), frequency (FreqAnalysis field), and nonlinear analysis (NonLinearAnalysis field).
All the fields in this structure will be carefully described in this book. Meanwhile,
in this paragraph, we will explain the fields of the data structure needed to load and
preprocess the original data:
• datetime: information related to the date and time associated with the original
record, provided in the original data file or specified by the user.
• Verbose: boolean argument to enable or disable verbose mode.
• Beat: dataframe to store information on the instantaneous heart rate data. It contains
the original beat positions (Time), the instantaneous, noninterpolated frequency
(niHR), and the RR intervals (distances between two consecutive beats, RR).
• HR: vector containing the interpolated heart rate data.
• Freq_HR: the heart rate interpolation frequency.
• Ext: string used as file extension by loading/writing functions.
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It is important to notice that some fields of the HRVData structure may be empty.
These fields will be filled by processing routines when applied to the original heart
beat position signal.
Listing 2.3.1 shows the code to create the HRVData structure.
R listing 2.3.1
# HRVData structure containing the heart beats
library(RHRV)
hrv.data <- CreateHRVData()
hrv.data <- SetVerbose(hrv.data, TRUE)

Once the data structure has been created, the beats should be loaded. Depending
on the original file format, the user must employ a different R routine. We will show
how to use various loading routines in the following paragraphs.
Different functions can be used to load beat data into the HRVData structure:
• LoadBeatAscii: for data stored in an ASCII file.
• LoadBeatWFDB: for WFDB format records.
• LoadBeatEDFPlus: for EDF+ data files.
However, a more general function (LoadBeat) can be used to load records in the
RHRV software package. In this case, the format should be specified as an argument
of this function.
As a practical example, we will consider now a record stored in the WFDB format
that can be freely donwloaded from PhysioNet [3]. It belongs to the European ST-T
Database, intended to be used in the evaluation of algorithms for the analysis of ST
and T-wave changes [14, 23]. In the example, we are going to use the “e0115” file
(header, data, and annotation files).
As previously said, to load the beat position information, the user can employ
either the generic LoadBeat or the LoadWFDB functions. In both cases, the LoadHeaderWFDB function, which reads the header file in order to obtain information, is
implicitly executed. In Listing 2.3.2, the code to load the original data in two different
HRVData structures, employing both functions, is presented. Note that an argument
giving the extension of the annotation file must also be provided (annotator, by
default “qrs”).
R listing 2.3.2
# Loading the beats in WFDB format
hrv.data1 <- CreateHRVData()
hrv.data <- SetVerbose(hrv.data1, TRUE)
hrv.data2 <- CreateHRVData()
hrv.data <- SetVerbose(hrv.data2, TRUE)
hrv.data1 <- LoadBeat("WFDB", hrv.data1,"sampleData/e0115", annotator = "atr")
hrv.data2 <- LoadBeatWFDB(hrv.data2, "sampleData/e0115", annotator = "atr")
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As it can be observed, both routines yield the same original data, stored in
hrv.data1 and hrv.data2.
We will explain now how to load data in ASCII format. An example of an ASCII
file that can be freely downloaded is “beat_ascii.txt”, available from the MILE Group
Web page [4]. This file contains heart beat positions, and it was generated employing
the VARVI (Variability of the heArt Rate in response to Visual stImuli) software
package, a free software tool developed to perform heart rate variability analysis in
response to different visual stimuli [22]. In this case, the code to load the original
data and its result are given in Listing 2.3.3.
R listing 2.3.3
# Loading the beats in ASCII format
hrv.data3 <- CreateHRVData()
hrv.data <- SetVerbose(hrv.data3, TRUE)
hrv.data3 <- LoadBeatAscii(hrv.data3, "sampleData/beat_ascii.txt")

The same result could be obtained using LoadBeat(“Ascii”, hrv.data3,
“beat_ascii.txt”).
The rest of the file formats supported by RHRV can be loaded in a similar way
by using the functions LoadBeatEDFPlus, LoadBeatSuunto, LoadBeatPolar, and
LoadBeatRR.
Both the generic LoadBeat function and the rest of the functions for loading the
various data file formats can include several input parameters, such as the record path
(RecordPath, by default ‘.’) if the file to load is not in the working directory; the scale,
factor applied in RR or ASCII format if data are not in seconds (scale, by default 1);
the datetime, also for ASCII and RR files (datetime, by default “1/1/1900 0:0:0”);
and the annotation type for EDF+ format (annotationType, by default “QRS”). For
ASCII files, the possibility of loading only a specific portion of the record is also
controlled by two other parameters: starttime and endtime. If they are not specified,
the full record is loaded. When specific values (in seconds) are provided, only the
corresponding portion of the record is loaded into the HRVData structure.

2.4 Preprocessing
At this point, a heartbeat sequence has been loaded into the HRVData structure,
and it is time to preprocess the signal in order to obtain the heart rate signal. This
is the starting point to perform time, frequency, and nonlinear analysis. A detailed
explanation is given in the following sections.

2.4 Preprocessing
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2.4.1 Instantaneous Heart Rate Signal Extraction
The distance between two consecutive beats is the well-known RR interval [15],
which corresponds to the distance of the R waves associated with each beat. The
instantaneous heart rate can be defined as the inverse of the time separation between
two consecutive heart beats. In RHRV, this corresponds to the calculation of the
series:
R R[i] = (T ime[i] − T ime[i − 1]) ∗ 1000

H R(i) =

1000
R R[i] ∗ 60

where Time[i] is the time when the beat i occurs, measured in seconds, RR[i] is the
beat-to-beat distance, measured in milliseconds, and HR(i) is the instantaneous heart
rate, measured in beats per minute.

2.4.2 Removing Artifacts
Algorithms to detect and classify heartbeats from ECG signals often fail or may yield
incorrect outputs. This means that the instantaneous heart rate signal that is directly
obtained from the RR intervals can be corrupted with artifacts, that is, undesired
information originated by either extern sources or physiological events. Some QRS
complexes can be missed, some anomalous, ectopic beats can be incorrectly classified
as normal, or the original signal can be affected by noise. Ectopic beats are not
triggered as the result of the heart rate control mechanisms, but they arise from the
automatism that heart muscle fibers present. Given that the goal of HRV analysis is
the study of the heart rate control mechanisms, these beats must be removed before
performing a HRV analysis. Besides, as the beats are not regularly originated, the
heart rate is not constant, which means that the signal will be not sampled regularly
in time.
Several scientific works have tried to establish if the existing detection algorithms
are adequate to perform heart rate variability analysis, or if a manual revision of
detection is required [11, 18]. Conclusions of those works indicate that errors may
significantly affect some variability indices, specifically those corresponding to spectral analysis [20, 24].
Researchers have proposed removing artifacts employing a broad variety of algorithms. Some of these works include wavelet-based methods [19, 27], different filters
and thresholding values [9, 21], or independent component analysis techniques [13].
The RHRV software package provides an algorithm to automatically remove
artifacts. This algorithm uses adaptive thresholding for rejecting beats whose RR
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value differs from previous and following beats, and from a mobile mean more
than a threshold value. The filter also removes points that are not within acceptable
physiological values [25]. This algorithm is presented as pseudo-code in Listing
2.4.1.
R listing 2.4.1
ULAST = 13
LONG = 50
UMEAN = 1.5 * ULAST
MINIMUM = 12
MAXIMUM = 20
MINBMP = 25
MAXBPM = 200
from (i = 2 to NBEATS) {
if (i < LONG)
MEAN = mean of previous beats
else
MEAN = mean of the last long beats
if ((100 * abs(hr(i) hr(i - 1)) / hr(i - 1)) < ULAST) ||
(100 * abs(hr(i) hr(i + 1)) / hr(i - 1)) < ULAST) ||
(100 * abs(hr(i) MEAN) / MEAN) < UMEAN) &&
(MINBPM <= hr(i) <= MAXBPM)) {
valid beat
SIGNALDEV = 10 + SIGNALDEV(last LONG beats)
if (SIGNALDEV < MINIMUM)
SIGNALDEV = MINIMUM
if (SIGNALDEV > MAXIMUM)
SIGNALDEV = MAXIMUM
update ULAST = SIGNALDEV
update UMEAN = 1.5 * SIGNALDEV
}
else
i = i + 1
}

This algorithm uses as starting point some prefixed values (experimentally calculated) that include the initial threshold values for the filter (ULAST = 13 and UMEAN
= 1.5 * ulast), the number of beats (LONG) employed to calculate the mean value
and corresponding standard deviation, and minimum (MINIMUM = 12) and maximum (MAXIMUM = 20) values allowed for the ULAST threshold. A fixed quantity
is also added to the signal deviation (SIGNALDEV ) to obtain the adaptive threshold
employed by the filter. Accepted physiological minimum (MINBPM) and maximum
(MAXBPM) values are also fixed.
Using a loop, all the consecutive beats are analyzed, excluding the first and last
beat, since it is not possible to compare them with the previous or next beats, respectively. The mean value of the beats is calculated considering the LONG previous
beats, if possible. A beat will be considered as a valid one if the corresponding heart
rate differs from the previous or from the next beat less than ULAST (in %), or from
the mean less than UMEAN (in %).
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Threshold values are updated after a number of beats equal to LONG. If an artifact
is detected, the next beat will be discarded, since its associated RR distance is not
valid.
Most artifacts are removed by this algorithm. However, RHRV also supplies a
function that provides an intuitive method to manually remove the remaining artifacts,
by selecting them from a graphical window.
After the automatic and/or manual edition of the artifacts, the noninterpolated,
nonequally spaced heart rate signal is obtained as result.

2.4.3 Interpolation of the Heart Rate Signal
The noninterpolated heart rate signal obtained in the previous step can be used to
obtain time and nonlinear measurements. However, in the frequency analysis, several problems may arise, since one of the main drawbacks is that sometimes the
continuity of the signal is broken, and in the frequency domain, this can lead to erroneous results. Because of this, an important aspect that should be carefully studied is
handling artifacts and noninterpolated signals. Furthermore, the RR signal does not
have equidistant sampling, and most of the frequency algorithms require an evenly
interpolated signal.
Many different interpolation algorithms can be found in the literature. The most
usual are linear or cubic splines interpolation, but many others can be used. Some
researchers performed interpolation using the K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm
[10], or used Fourier-based methods to interpolate data [26].
When using RHRV, users can select either linear or cubic splines interpolation
[12]. The sampling frequency to obtain the equally spaced heart rate signal has to
be set in both cases (default is 4 Hz). After this step, a new heart rate signal that is
adequate for performing spectral analysis, as well as time and nonlinear studies is
obtained.

2.5 Preprocessing Beat Data with RHRV
In this section, a detailed explanation about the calculation of RR intervals with
RHRV will be provided. Filtering and edition of the heart rate signal will also be
explained in a practical way.
As it was explained in former paragraphs, the heart rate signal needs to be obtained
from the heart beats data before performing different types of analysis. First, the
noninterpolated heart rate signal is obtained and must be filtered to remove outliers
and detection errors.
Let us consider the hrv.data3 structure, containing the heart beats data, created
in Listing 2.3.3. From this signal, the instantaneous heart rate will be now obtained
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Fig. 2.3 Instantaneous heart
rate signal for the
“beat_ascii.txt” data
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with the BuildNIHR function. The corresponding R code developed in the RHRV
software package, and results are given in Listing 2.5.1.
R listing 2.5.1
# Building the non-interpolated heart rate signal
hrv.data3 <- BuildNIHR(hrv.data3)

Now, the instantaneous, noninterpolated heart rate signal has been calculated.
The previously empty fields in hrv.data3 corresponding to Beat, that is, niHR and
RR are now filled with the appropriate values. A graphical representation can also
be obtained using the function PlotNIHR(hrv.data3), a plot function that allows the
representation of data values for the instantaneous heart rate (Fig. 2.3).
The automatic filtering algorithm can now be applied over the heart rate signal,
employing the FilterNIHR function. Listing 2.5.2 provides the R code and results of
this function.
R listing 2.5.2
# Filtering the non-interpolated heart rate signal
hrv.data3 <- FilterNIHR(hrv.data3)

When the function FilterNIHR is used, the algorithm previously described will
reject those beats that differ a certain value from the established threshold. If not
specified, default parameters are used (long = 50 and last = 13).
This filtering also eliminates points that are not within acceptable physiological
values. Users can modify these physiological values as well, by varying the values
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Fig. 2.4 Example of use of the EditNIHR function. Outliers can be manually removed

of the arguments minbpm (minimum value) and maxbpm (maximum value), set by
default to 25 and 200, respectively. The rest of the arguments (mini, maxi, fixed, and
verbose) are deprecated ones and fixed to NULL by default.
For manually removing outliers, the EditNIHR function can be used. Figure 2.4
shows an example of use of the EditNIHR function. The user can interact with
the graphical window and remove outliers. The user has to select the points to
be removed by clicking on the upper-left corner, and on the bottom-right corner
of the area enclosing the points. This way, a red rectangular area will be marked, and
the user can decide to remove the points within (remove outliers button), to clear the
selected area (Clear button), or to finish the manual edition. After removal, RHRV
gives information about the removed points.
In case the user does not want to use the EditNIHR function, but wants to remove
more spurious points, the function FilterNIHR can be applied more than once. This
can result in the elimination of more beats because, after running once the function
and eliminating some of the beats, the dynamic thresholds of the filter will change.
Results can be similar to the application of the EditNIHR function, as shown in
Listing 2.5.3.
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R listing 2.5.3
# Filtering the non-interpolated heart rate signal
hrv.data3 <- FilterNIHR(hrv.data3)

It is time now to estimate the interpolated heart rate signal. The function that
performs this task is InterpolateNIHR, with the following arguments:
• sampling frequency (freqhr): in Hz. (default value is 4).
• interpolation method (method): default value is linear, although spline can be
selected.
• verbose: deprecated.
Listing 2.5.4 provides the code and results of the calculation and graphical representation of the results.
R listing 2.5.4
#Interpolation of the instantaneous heart rate
hrv.data3 <- InterpolateNIHR(hrv.data3)

After applying these functions, the HRVData structure will contain in its fields:
the original heart beat positions, the RR intervals, the noninterpolated heart rate
signal, and the equally spaced heart rate signal. This last field can be graphically
represented employing the PlotHR function (Fig. 2.5). The interpolated heart rate
signal will be the starting point for the time, frequency, and nonlinear analysis that
will be explained in next chapters of this book.

Fig. 2.5 Interpolated heart
rate signal
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